
An American Revolution: Doctor Who in 1996

I'm writing this in between paragraphs of the sixth and
final ('real') chapter of my thesis. I'm sorry to say that
writing this will probably be the easier task, and I'll have
finished the first draft, at least, long before I've sorted out
the matter of eighteenth-century British royalty and the
shadows of seventeenth-century precedent to my
satisfaction. The subjects of Doctor Who in 1996 and the
House of Hanover are connected, however tenuously,
because where both are concerned, their future is
indissolubly linked to perceptions of their .pasts.
Admittedly the same could be said for a lot of institutions,
but the prosperity of both our soon-to-be-revived television
series may well rely on how it comes to terms with a host
of expectations. This is very much the same problem that
George land his family faced after 1714, for they were
called across from Hanover to become the British royal
family, embodying and defending the same principles as
the last of the Stuarts, Queen Anne, who "knew her heart
to be entirely English", but at the same time they came
from a different background and were looked to by some
in the British political class to favour a different set of
interests from Anne, as indeed they did. In a similar
fashion fandom looks to the BBC WorldwideJUniversal
TVM to continue Doctor Who more or less where the
series finished in 1989, but the largely American crew
and cast come from a different tradition to that which at
its best nurtured and sustained the old BBC in-house
series, and are producing the movie - and the desired
series - in a different format, in a different country, for a
transatlantic audience. In addition, there is a large section
of fandom who look to the multi-headed producership of
Philip Segal, Jo Wright and Alex Beaton to reverse the
damage inflicted on the progranune, as they see it, by
John Nathan-Turner in the 1980s. Already we see the
different fields of vision from which Doctor Who in 1996
will be viewed.

In some respects this article is a follow-up to one
I wrote for Tides 7, back in 1992, entitled 'You, Who and
Ninety-Two'. I had intended to write new articles every
year previewing what might be around the corner but I
would either find myself too busy or else feel that there's
nothing very much one can write about forthcoming
books and videos (very, very few of which I buy).
However, we're now some months into 1996, recording
and post-production have been finished for some time, the
film has been trailed both on BBC 1 and Fox, and the
video box is upstairs in HMV. "He's back, and it's about
time ..."

Doctor Who is an old 'franchise' in British
terms, and one with a hitherto narrowly targeted audience
in the United States. Pressure within the BBC Drama

Department in the 1980s was to come up with new ideas
rather than attempt to revive old ones, even though they
had worked in the past and might have kept on working
well if time and attention had been devoted to them:
Doctor Who survived until 1989 on sufferance, through
an awareness of its overseas sales and from the publicity
garnered by those opposed to the series'
cancellation/postponement in 1985. Eventually, an
embattled BBC Drama department decided that its
£800000 could be spent better elsewhere, and with BBC
Enterprises' chief executive James Amold-Baker (later of
Oxford University Press) declaring that Doctor Who was a
product that had "had its day", the message was clear.

I suspect that Doctor Who is returning now
because the management of BBC Enterprises through the
numerous personnel changes that have occurred over the
years, has seen that Doctor Who remains one of its most
enduring 'brand names'. Political pressure in the 1980s led
the BBC, in all its forms, to concentrate on its domestic
role. This damaged the strategy of the Doctor Who
production office in 1983-85, which, with some support
from sympathetic figures in Enterprises and Lionheart.
the BBC's US distributor (wholly owned by Enterprises
after 1986) had been seeking eo-production deals in North
America which could buy John Nathan-Turner more time
and ex-pertise to make the programme he wanted to make,
which I suspect, no matter what the cheery gloss he
always puts on matters, was never really what we saw him
produce at any time during his tenure. In the 1990s,
government has become more aware that the
entertainment market is a global one, and has therefore
accepted that the BBC must be allowed to maximise its
earning potential if it is to maintain its domestic
progranune standards. BBC Enterprises became BBC
Worldwide, emphasising its interests in overseas markets
such as Asian ones, where BBC World Service Television
first established itself on satellite. Progranunes from
EastEnders to Good Morning with Anne and Nick have
been beamed out to world audiences. Reviving Doctor
Who, which Graeme McDonald, head of BBC Drama in
the late 1970s described as the "flagship" of his
department around the world, was an obvious step. Hence
The Dark Dimension (an early attempt by BBC
Worldwide to fund Doctor Who independently of the
BBC department that had disowned it) and now Enemy
Within (the 'official' unofficial title) starring Paul
McGann.

Some mention should also be made of the
contribution of Philip Segal. I'm not sure what to make of
him. His claims of fannish devotion to the series, much-
repeated in recent weeks, seem insincere, but maybe that's



just because he reminds me a little, in style of utterance, of
John Nathan-Turner, master of the half-truth ("Stay
Tuned"). This could just as well be fan paranoia on my
part ("Would you buy a 33-year-old television programme
from this man? Even with a new coat of paint?");
whatever the truth is, I doubt we'll hear the full story of
his involvement for some time. However, on the evidence
available, his does seem to have been the personality to
have brokered the deal between Fox, Universal, BBC
Television and BBC Worldwide to put something called
Doctor Who into production.

For a while, it looked as if this Doctor Who was
going to be a new Doctor }f!hoaltogether. In the scripts by
John Leekley and Richard de Laurentis, our hero left his
home planet for the first time to search for his exiled
father, the forces of evil from Gallifrey, led by the Master,
in league with those from Skaro, in hot pursuit. The
present script, of course, takes a more conservative but
more dangerous line of approach, having the Seventh
Doctor crash land in San Francisco and have him
regenerate into the Eighth there. It's dangerous because
the earlier scripts treated old and new viewers alike;
remember, several millions of those watching the film on
Fox will never have seen Doctor }f!hobefore, in any form.
The proposed new series, following on from the script-as-
produced (I still don't really believe I can write that) by
Matthew Jacobs, will be much more of a continuation of
the old series, which could have more pitfalls as it is
bound to be more constrained by the previous twenty-si"
seasons than the Leekley-de Laurentis formal and
therefore running the risk of alienating American viewers
(and the money they bring) with the feeling that they are
late arrivals. I'm sure that Philip Segal and company will
be able to deal with matters where continuity and
creativity with more flair than John Nathan-Turner and
Eric Saward did in the 1980s, and I'd prefer a Doctor
}f!ho that carries on - if at a few years' distance - from
Survival, to one which started from scratch. After all, an
'all-new' Doctor Who might as well be a new
programme, particularly as the Leekley-de Laurentis
storyline to me seemed to be laying down an relatively
inflexible format, that would not allow Doctor Who to
evolve as well as the Jacobs version does, with its lone
Time Lord out in the universe, without the baggage of
Master, Daleks and Gallifrey as constants of the plot that
were threatened. I don't mind the notorious kiss either -
as Kate Orman said recently on the Internet, it's a long
time since we've had any real character development
where the Doctor is concerned, and I'd like an insight into
his emotional processes (if that is indeed what we get)
after the 'distant mountain range' of the Doctor as written
by Andrew Cartmel and friends in the last two Sylvester
McCoy seasons. So far, I think the integrity of Doctor
Who seems reasonably safe.

Another good augury - and one that should
contribute to the audience keeping with the film
throughout its two hours on US television, and then get
them to come back for the series - is that the film seems
designed to thrust its audience right into the main action
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of the plot from fairly early on. We will renew our
acquaintance with Sylvester McCoy's Doctor on his way
to complete a special mission for the Time Lords, which
will be threatened by the machinations of the Master, or
so the preview in DWM has led me to believe. The signs
are that the regeneration will be an integral part of the
plot rather than the diversion it could have been.
Personally, I think this is a good thing. I've been watching
some Who from 1977 and 1978 recently and would argue
,that you can see very clearly where the script editor's job

, passes from Robert Holmes to Anthony Read., as the style
of storytelling becomes much more languid under the last
named. Holmes' s stories are marked by the appearance
early on of some sort of threat, usually a hideous one,
which the Doctor must identify and then contain or
eliminate; Read's emphasise character, which is good if
the characters warrant investigation and are well-acted,
such as in 'The Invasion of Time' and 'The Ribos
Operation'; not so good if writing, performance and
production are below standard, such as in 'Underworld'.
Doctor }f!ho, with its changing situations. can't rely on
the audience's patience; it has to hook them, to drag them
in. to become compulsive viewing ..

Something else I've appreciated while watching
the mid-Tom Baker stories is how much Doctor rJi710 used
to benefit from the large amount of studio-bound video
productions that were made alongside it at the BBC
Drama Department. The sets for The Ribos Operation'
could easily have been made for the BBC Television
Shakespeare. Participants in the production could have
worked on Play of the Month or Sophocles and go on to
work on Z Cars or The Brothers, all in the same studios
using the same equipment. By the time Sylvester McCoy
took over the lead role there was very little drama being
made on video other than EastEnders. In its new
Vancouver location, Doctor Who is not part of a studio in
the same way as it was during the apotheosis of Television
Centre, but it will be able to draw on the same locations as
The X Files and other American television series made in
Canada, as well as the same pool of freelance production
staff. Admittedly there is a danger in that most of the
West Coast television and film people come from a
different tradition of television production than the old
BBC staff used to. However, had Doctor Wno returned as
an in-house BBC production it would have been made by
a different generation to those who made what many fans
nostalgically look back to as the golden age of the series in
the 1960s and 1970s. Different experiences, ideas and
assumptions about the programme would have influenced
it perhaps as much as they will in North America.
Sometimes I'm more worried about Philip Segal's 'kisses
to the past' that have been evident in the publicity - the
Prydonian seal in the new TARDIS set, the discovery by
the newly regenerated Doctor of what appear to be the
fourth Doctor's clothes, the new video cover depicting
McGann with a candle at the TARDIS door along the
lines of the Hartnell photograph from 'Marco Polo' - than
I am about the 'alien' American influence.
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Having said not very much at length about the
new film itself, I shall now try to put it in a slightly wider
context. When Jeremy Bentham (chief feature writer and
later contributing editor of Doctor Who Weekly/Monthly
from 1979 to 1982) was involved in the 'Save Doctor
Who' campaign four years ago, he was fond of describing
Doctor Who's then state as like a polo mint. Marvel and
Virgin were providing the magazine and the novels
respectively; Dapol were producing the toys; BBC Video
were releasing more and more old stories; yet the
programme they were meant to be supporting was
conspicuous only by its absence. What is perhaps most
remarkable about the period since then is how far, for a
large number of fans, the gap has been filled by the
merchandise, or at least the books and the magazines.
Since 1989, Doctor Who's print culture has developed
apace, and has demonstrated that it can stand on its own
feet commercially without new episodes needing to appear
on television. Doctor Who Magazine spawned a whole
new magazine division of Marvel Comics UK before its
merger with Panini brought in a more narrowly-focused
management team. Virgin manage to publish two novels
a month and although they are not bestsellers, they still
sell enough copies to make both the New and Missing
Adventures financially viable.

The advent of the McGann film and potential
series threatens to shatter the cosy world that has evolved.
After twenty-three years Virgin look as if they might lose
the licence to produce Doctor Who fiction titles. Even if
they keep it, the series of seventh Doctor New Adventures
will end in January. Marvel will continue to publish the
magazine but its nature is changing by the issue as its
until now necessarily retrospective format is driven off-
balance by its unrivalled coverage of activities on the West
Coast. Marvel are preparing a special magazine to
accompany the new programme and I suspect that it
might become a regular and lucrative sister publication
should the TV movie become a series, as seems rather
likely at the moment.

The other side of this print culture is the fanzine.
The Doctor Who fanzine has evolved since the screening
of 'Survival'. The glossy A4 fanzines that proliferated
during the late 1980s, often concentrating on the making
of the series then in production, have faded away. Some

editors, such as David Howe, Mark Stammers and
Stephen James Walker of The Frame (always the most
intelligent of the A4 zines), have gone on to write a
succession of books for Virgin. Others appear to have left
the scene entirely, with no photographs to take away from
set visits for them. The trend has been towards diversity,
from the intense scrutiny of the old series and the fan
experience in Skaro (to which some Tides of Time writers
have contributed), to the in-joke-ridden, .largely gay-
oriented outrageous humour-zine Cottage Under Siege,
and to the number of publications which have
intermingled Who and non-Who material in a way that
would have been almost unthinkable ten years ago, such
as Purple Haze and more recently Circus. DW-based copy
has perhaps begun to wear thin, as there have been fewer
new things to write about, perhaps one of the reasons why
Gary Leigh, veteran publisher of the professional small
circulation Who-dominated DWB (which had begun as an
amateur, A5 photocopied fanzine in 1983) decided to
relaunch it as Dreamwatch, aimed at a less discerning
audience than D YVB and with a view to it appearing on
the newsagents' shelves rather than just those of
Forbidden Planet and its kind. British Doctor Who fans
writing about the series have always been proprietorial
towards it; how they will feel about a Doctor Who not
even made in Britain remains to be seen. It is unlikely that
the new broad-mindedness and willingness to write about
non-Who matters in what are still publications written by
and for Doctor Who fans will change, at least among the
present generation; we may yet see a new generation who
are enthused firstly by the new film and whose opinions
about the old series may be conditioned by their
generation's priorities.

1996 has already been a year of changes for
Doctor Who. The Revolution is under way. lfFox decide
to commission a series, then' we will see that Revolution
carried through. I think I'd like to see it happen; even if
Fox drop Doctor Who, as the first Doctor said shortly
before his regeneration, "it's not over - it's far from being
over ..."
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